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Abstract: In Computer System neural Networks 

inspired and modeled on the basis of biological brain and 

neural system. Having limitless applications in fields like 

image processing, natural language processing (NLP). 

All we have to do is to train it and optimize it. The best 

available optimizing Algorithm for optimizing it is 

Genetic algorithm many prefer this because it is resistant 

to many problems like local minima or local maxima 

where other techniques fell in to that traps. Th

beauty lies in combining these two techniques. They both 

combindly achieved far better results. But there 

applications in industries are limited because of the 

efficiency of genetic algorithm it takes much time to 

teach neural network. We have identified the one reason 

which causes this problem and in this project we will 

propose some techniques to solve that problem

 
Keywords:  Neural networks, Neural System, image 

processing, Natural language processing, Genetic 

Algorithm. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 
The Neural system and human brain for solving   both 

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems 

were both are made-up of natural figure. The amount

an natural figure for neural systems is the man mind. In 

this mind is preparing structure of compri

numerous little complex that range units are 

interconnected. These complex mechanisms have straight 

forward talents. Consequently, the force of the st

gets the interchange of proper quality 

mechanisms. It is to be determined upon the several parts 

of their associations. Obviously, natural ne

are older to a great distance from the measurements and 

execution of the man mind. In the man mind it comprises 

from concerning of ten to fifteen large number of neurons 

in the equal distance of around in one large number of 

associations of each. In present days the natural neural

networks had a once in a while the load may be a coup

of hundred hubs, the greaterpart of them considerably 

less.  

 

2. Principle Structure of a Genetic Algorithm
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Computer System neural Networks was 

inspired and modeled on the basis of biological brain and 

neural system. Having limitless applications in fields like 

image processing, natural language processing (NLP). 

o do is to train it and optimize it. The best 

available optimizing Algorithm for optimizing it is 

Genetic algorithm many prefer this because it is resistant 

to many problems like local minima or local maxima 

where other techniques fell in to that traps. The actual 

beauty lies in combining these two techniques. They both 

combindly achieved far better results. But there 

applications in industries are limited because of the 

efficiency of genetic algorithm it takes much time to 

ntified the one reason 

which causes this problem and in this project we will 

propose some techniques to solve that problem. 

Neural networks, Neural System, image 

processing, Natural language processing, Genetic 

human brain for solving   both 

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems 

up of natural figure. The amount of 

an natural figure for neural systems is the man mind. In 

this mind is preparing structure of comprises the 

numerous little complex that range units are 

interconnected. These complex mechanisms have straight 

forward talents. Consequently, the force of the structure 

rchange of proper quality of complex 

the several parts 

of their associations. Obviously, natural nervous systems 

from the measurements and 

execution of the man mind. In the man mind it comprises 

number of neurons 

of around in one large number of 

associations of each. In present days the natural neural 

the load may be a couple 

part of them considerably 

Structure of a Genetic Algorithm 

 

 

Figure 1. Principle structure of genetic algorithm

 

3.  Basic process for a genetic algorithm

1.  
[Start] Create an unknown population of

information in the form of offspring

[Fitness] Assess the particular role or task

genetic information of x in the population.

[New population] Make other inhabitants

place by continuation following steps till the new 

population is finished. 

[Selection] Select most valuable parent genetic potential 

is carried in a sequence of genes from a particular task as 

per their fitness. [Crossover]  With a all of produced

generation is made from the precise

chromosomes over the folks to create a replacement 

offspring. If no point is crossing one side to another was 

performed, result something in an precise identical 

version of oldsters. 

[Mutation]  With a mutation rate is measure at which 

mutations occur over time to change new result 

something at every particular position.

 [Accepting] Place new result in 

[Replace] Use recently created a class

to run of problem solving operations especially by the 

computer. 

[Test] If the final part of quality is happy, come to end 

the test, and send back to place and the most excellent 

answer in being used in the population.

[Loop] Move to step 2 

 

4. Operators of Genetic Algorithm

 

A. Cross Over 
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Principle structure of genetic algorithm 

process for a genetic algorithm 

Create an unknown population of n genetic 

the form of offspring. 

Assess the particular role or task f(x) of every 

in the population. 

other inhabitants of a particular 

by continuation following steps till the new 

valuable parent genetic potential 

genes from a particular task as 

With a all of produced new 

de from the precise copies of 

chromosomes over the folks to create a replacement 

offspring. If no point is crossing one side to another was 

performed, result something in an precise identical 

With a mutation rate is measure at which 

occur over time to change new result 

something at every particular position. 

Place new result in another population. 

se recently created a class for a longer way 

to run of problem solving operations especially by the 

If the final part of quality is happy, come to end 

the test, and send back to place and the most excellent 

answer in being used in the population. 

4. Operators of Genetic Algorithm 
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Crossover generates a point which is crossing from one 

point to another involving the female gamete and male 

gamete which forms a immature or irresponsible person 

of a living organisms   of mother or father.  In this cross 

over  which can be performed by taking move away from 

each other  by representing binary data or sets  which 

defines the organisms of unspecified amount of  area 

covered  by  someone and merge appears of

or substance  in the irresponsible person.  In this there are 

a group of fundamental varieties of crossover: a purpose, 

dot and character. Both parent bit-strings are cut at a 

similar reason. In this way, the immature or attitude of a 

person that can be produced by particular place of the 

section in the form to refer to everyone from the group of 

an proper sense of person. Likewise, a randomly picked 

cutting reason for existing is independent from the 

genuine which method for the quantity of something. 

One activity or process of the quantity of the things that 

might be converted into the coded form in the extra  

piece, and    convert into the particular form a result  of   

2things all through hybrid, therefore resulting in a 

substitution worth- totally unique in relation  to either 

parent. See that the parts are not moved. 

 

Figure 2. One- point Cross over

 

     A dot  crossing from one point to another which is 

dissimilar  from the existing  person  points view of self

assertive of  purpose in which  a pair of an unknown cuts 

are created, thus the things have to be place on 

offer to associate  off-spring. 

                    

Figure 3. Two-point cross over

     There are two square measure from the earliest point 

in which is crossing from one side to other operations. A 

garment is a part of a person to uniform point s

part of quality of something is a conscious decision 

which is to reproduce the someone’s identical things.

Crossover generates a point which is crossing from one 

point to another involving the female gamete and male 

gamete which forms a immature or irresponsible person 

of a living organisms   of mother or father.  In this cross 

aking move away from 

each other  by representing binary data or sets  which 

defines the organisms of unspecified amount of  area 

covered  by  someone and merge appears of a single unit 

or substance  in the irresponsible person.  In this there are 

f fundamental varieties of crossover: a purpose, 

strings are cut at a 

similar reason. In this way, the immature or attitude of a 

person that can be produced by particular place of the 

one from the group of 

an proper sense of person. Likewise, a randomly picked 

cutting reason for existing is independent from the 

genuine which method for the quantity of something. 

One activity or process of the quantity of the things that 

ed into the coded form in the extra  

piece, and    convert into the particular form a result  of   

2things all through hybrid, therefore resulting in a 

totally unique in relation  to either 

 

point Cross over 

A dot  crossing from one point to another which is 

dissimilar  from the existing  person  points view of self-

assertive of  purpose in which  a pair of an unknown cuts 

are created, thus the things have to be place on so on 

 

point cross over 

There are two square measure from the earliest point 

r operations. A 

son to uniform point style. In the 

conscious decision 

which is to reproduce the someone’s identical things. 

 

 

Figure 4(a): Encoding of a chromosome

 

     During the production of securely in the position of 

variety of a point and process of mutating are present. 

 

B. Encoding of a Chromosome 

 
In this carrying of genetic information from genes ought 

an unspecified amount by means of hold  the

regarding answer it should be entitled. In this greatest 

degree do something in the cryptography could be in the 

system of notation .The most living cells in a specified 

way: 

Chromosome1 11010101001100

Chromosome2 110110111010 

     Each body has having two parts of set of things 

tied. In this every one of a group has a

having the amount of some extent to 

appropriate response. On the other hand the entire 

material can be twisted of that can be constitute to va

of that can be undergo that can be utilized from the 

fundamental genes of application. Obviously, in a several 

different routes in which of encryption. This depends on 

the most part on the resolved down side. For, instance, 

one can record specifically entire number or genuine 

numbers, some of the time it is useful to engrave a few 

stages and afterward on. 

 

 

Figure 4(B).Encoding of a chromosome

individuals.

 

C. Binary Encoding 

 

It involving two things that should   be encoded is 

the greatest extent from shared to the 

anything else of a solution of 1

Genetic information is used for the encryption. In 

encoding technique each body has se

insignificant activity i.e., 0 or1. 

  

 Chromosome 

A 
101100101100101011100101

Encoding of a chromosome 

During the production of securely in the position of 

variety of a point and process of mutating are present.  

 

of genetic information from genes ought 

an unspecified amount by means of hold  the data 

regarding answer it should be entitled. In this greatest 

degree do something in the cryptography could be in the 

system of notation .The most living cells in a specified 

Chromosome1 11010101001100 

two parts of set of things can be 

ry one of a group has a set of strings 

g the amount of some extent to normal form   of 

appropriate response. On the other hand the entire 

that can be constitute to variety 

of that can be undergo that can be utilized from the 

fundamental genes of application. Obviously, in a several 

of encryption. This depends on 

the most part on the resolved down side. For, instance, 

y entire number or genuine 

numbers, some of the time it is useful to engrave a few 

 

of a chromosome through design      

individuals. 

It involving two things that should   be encoded is having 

test extent from shared to the point, more than 

of 1
st
 works concerning. 

Genetic information is used for the encryption. In 

encoding technique each body has set of strings of a 

 

101100101100101011100101 
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Chromosome 

B 
111111100000110000011111 

 

Figure 5. Binary Encoding 

 

     Example of chromosomes with binary encoding 

In the binary system of notation can be encoded provides 

more potential genes to extreme of a very little range of 

more genes. On the further side, this can be responsible 

for producing of generally for existing of lot of problems 

and usually that can be ought to be created once point can 

be crossing one point to other and or change the building 

of genes.  

 

D. Permutation Encoding 

 

A position of set of items can be coded in the utilized of 

ordering issues, such as salesperson drawback or a piece 

of work of instruction problem. 

     In a position of items of coding of everybody could be 

the set of things can be of quantity or amount of further is 

to be constitute to selection of something else in 

particular order. 

 

Chromosome A 1  5  3  2  6  4  7  9  8 

Chromosome B 8  5  6  7  2  3  1  4  9 

 

Figure 6. Permutation Encoding 

 

     Example of chromosomes with permutation encoding 

A position of items that can be responsible for producing 

with entirely can be served for a matter. Even for this 

problems for number of styles of point crossing from one  

point to other and process of mutating of corrections 

ought to be created to travel away from the body  should 

be accurate. 

 

E. Value Encoding 
 

In this Intermediate principles of cryptography will be 

utilized in the issues, where some sophisticated price. For 

example genuine numbers are utilized. Utilization in 

binary system of notation of kind of issues can be terribly 

tough. In standards of cryptography, everybody is a 

specific position of string tied in number of standards. 

Qualities of something associated with drawback, frame 

numbers, genuine numbers or singes to some confounded 

items.  

Chromosome B ABDJEIFJDHDIERJFDLDFLFEGT 

Chromosome C (back), (back), (right), (forward), (left) 

                          

Figure 7. Value Encoding 

 

     Example of chromosomes with Value encoding 

Tree can be coded in developing advancing projects. 

Programming  is a system of communication  is 

commonly want to this  performance in the square 

measure pictured of kind and might be simply resolve as 

a part of structure, so the point crossing from one point to 

other and subsequent generations may be existing of 

comparatively simply.   

 

F. Tree Encoding 
 

A part of structure can be encoded is used in the main as 

a amount or section of the principle for advancing 

projects or the action of making one’s thoughts, for 

genetic information from genes. 

      In part of structure of everybody is a force to take in a 

tree of a few articles, for example, capacities or charges 

in artificial community. 

 

Chromosome A Chromosome B 

 

 

( +  x  ( /  5  y ) ) ( do until  step  wall ) 

 

Figure 8. Tree Encoding 

 

     Example of chromosomes with tree encoding 

A structure that should be encoded in sensible from 

developing projects. Programming is a human 

communication is normally accomplished, since projects 

in it square measure portrayed in this kind and might be 

basically analyses as a tree, so the hybrid and change 

might be done similarly just.  

 

 

5. Graphical analysis of existing   system and 

proposed system 
 

GA1 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Proposed system 
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Generation: 43 

 

Genes 

 

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

101010101010101010101010101010101010 

 

     In this proposed system, we have given a 64 bit string 

in this genetic algorithm the no of generations of 

chromosomes and fitness value is to be calculated. 

 

GA2 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Existing system 

 

Generation: 59 
 

Genes 
 

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

101010101010101010101010101010101010 

 

     In this we given the 128-bit string in this genetic 

algorithm the number of chromosomes of generation and 

fitness value is to vary from proposed system to existing 

system. 

 

GA1&GA2 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Comparision of both existing system and 

proposed     system 

 

GA1 
 

Generation: 43 

 

Genes 

 

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

101010101010101010101010101010101010 

 

GA2 

Generation: 51 
 

Genes 
 

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

1010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010

101010101010101010101010101010101010 

 

      In this we have to measure the both proposed system 

and existing system the main problem in genetic 

algorithm is to encode the chromosome of genes in which 

the wanted part of genes in which the unwanted part of 

genes should be placed in the wanted part of generations.  

 

6. Parameters of GA 

 

There are 2 principles of particular process of GA -point 

crossing from one from to other and subsequent 

generations.Crossover state being probable that however 

ordinarily can be cross over that can be fulfilling. On the 

other hand that there is no crossover, future generations is 

precise of people. In the event that there is a hybrid, 

generations are produced using segments of guardian’s 

body. On the off chance that hybrid likelihood is 100%, 

then all generations is made by crossover. On the off 

chance that it is 0%, entire new era is produced using 

genuine duplicates of genetic information in the form of 

genes of genetic information of past inhabitants of a 

specified place. A point is crossing from one point to 

other is made with the case of crossing point thread like 

structure that can have brilliant segments of past structure 

and maybe the genetic information are higher. Be that as 

it may it is practical knowledge to withdraw somewhere 

in the range of a piece of population make due to people 

to come. Transformation likelihood says however 

commonly can be parts of body changed. On the off 

chance there is no change,generations is taken after 

hybrid (or duplicate) while no correction. In the event 

that change is performed, some portion of body is 

adjusted. On the off chance there is transformation 

likelihood is 100%, entirechromosome is altered, on the 

off chance that is 0%, anything become 

different.Transformation is make adifficult to move from 

higher to lower level of GA into restricted to particular 

area are excessive, yet it should not happen off and on 

again, in light of the fact that then GA can in truth 

revision to arbitrary hunt. There are conjointly another 

process of GA. One additionally indispensable activity in 

a particular place is estimate. In the inhabitants of 
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particular place to measure to make hypothesis of how a 

few thread like structure of genes  in the particular place. 

In this event that there are excessively couple of thread 

like structure of genes, GA have a couple of grasped 

outcomes to perform hybrid and alone a little a region of 

pursue home is investigated. Then again, if there are 

excessively a few chromosomes, Genetic algorithm backs 

off. Investigate demonstrates that when some point of 

confinement it's not useful to expand populace measure, 

since it won't manufacture assurance the matter irritable. 

 

7. Analysis of the existing system 

 
As we look within the genetic formula the most reason 

behind its less impression is it blindly evolves there's no 

certain that it forever converges towards to the feasible 

solution. In this   thereare number of chromosomes or 

population it simulates mutation, cross over is very high. 

So time complexity is terribly high. There are no any 

common place procedures to develop fitness functions 

specified it became terribly effort to way it for every 

drawback. 

 

8. Limitations 

 
The downside of a manner to quickly down the fitness 

operate ought to be thoroughness through about so as that 

advanced levels of quality being suitable to fulfill the 

particular task can be equivalent which is better to 

declare the specified drawback. If the condition is being 

physically fit be selected as the best of inadequate, the 

population of individual solution is expressed possibility 

to do something to count from the difficult situation of 

matter.   

     Action of process to add something else to produce 

something an honest choice is suitable for particular task 

to operate, the particular process of activity in a genes- 

the according to size of the task, the quantity of process 

of mutating and a point crossing from one point to other, 

the characteristics of strength of something being the best 

and most suitable to ought to be most appropriate. In the 

inhabitants of the particular place is insignificant, the 

genetic information might be in discuss into detail as 

much of the  dealing with hard solution house to 

impartial notice of high standards of dealing with 

difficult  situation . It is very difficult to determine on 

initial set of population. 

     Training neural networks with genetic- algorithm 

program needs high quality of computation power. 

 

9.  Analysis of proposed system 

 

In the proposed system we have a movement to 

concentrate principally on guided convergence of an 

outcome is evolved future generation invariably results in 

the best resolution then we are able to avoid unwanted or 

misguided convergence. We  conjointly concentrate on 

fitness  operate as a result of its what decides the longer  

term generation usually it will take abundant time to 

provide fitness worth for population. Traditionally it uses 

simulation to calculate fitness it is very time intense so 

we have to cypher it otherwise. 

 

10. Design of Proposed system 

 
The main part that ensures that future generation is 

typically because the optimum answer is mutation and 

crossover techniques in genetic formula. Because they 

combine the parent chromosomes to flip out new off 

springs so we have a tendency to tend to about to modify 

coupling technique. Traditionally we tend to tend to will 

value the population by final out place. Instead in 

proposed system value thepopulation at every stage thus 

we tend to will crossover the chromosomes guaranteeing 

that optimum answer of that stage is passed all the way 

down to feature generation. In this project we are going 

to propose some techniques such the long run generation 

will continuously cause optimum answer.  

 

11.  Methodology 

 
We know how the crossover is done in general genetic 

Algorithm. In this   its just crossover randomly without 

any knowledge which leads to result. Without any 

guidance so we modified the structure of the 

chromosome which will help us to get guided. We will 

combine them by not losing the best genes like nature we 

know how it works it will fill the gaps in genes with other 

genes by not losing the best genes. So what our algorithm 

does is it will categorize the population according to the 

best genes available in it and we will crossover the 

chromosome which has different strong genes not same 

because if we crossover the chromosomes which has high 

fitness in same parts the fitness of chromosome will not 

increase that much but if we cross covered with 

chromosomes which have different strong genes we can 

have strongest genes in one chromosome by only 

exchanging required parts. We coded the algorithms in 

java and tested for different iterations with 128 bit string   

in our algorithm which always gives the best results. The 

results are shown in below diagrams (fig: 12) & (fig: 13) 

will explain the structure of chromosome will tell us 

about the difference between existing and proposed 

algorithms. 

     We know how crossover is done in general genetic 

Algorithm it’s just crossover randomly without any 

knowledge of where it leading .Without any guidance so 

we modified the structure of the chromosome which will 
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help us to get guided convergence . We will combine 

them by not losing the best genes like nature we know 

how it works it will fill the gaps in genes with other 

genes by not losing the best genes but if we crossover 

with chromosomes which have different strong genes we 

can have strongest genes in one chromosome by

exchanging required parts. We coded the algorithms in 

java and tested for different iterations with 128 bit string 

and our algorithm always gives the best results. The 

results are shown in below diagrams (fig:12)&(fi

will explain the building of chromosome  will tell us 

about the difference between existing and proposed 

algorithms. 

 

 

Figure 12. Proposed structure of a chromosome

 

 

Figure 13. Adding extra bits to the chromosome

 

12. Recent Trends Of Genetic   Algorithm
 

A. Genetic Programming 

 

Sinceitsbeginningintheearly90s,muchprogress

been   made with respect to genetic programming. 

class of genetic algorithms that uses  programs enc

as  tree-structures as  candidate solutions 

to automatically produce results that are

and or patentable human inventions. Such as

applications are reported for the design

circuits for analog filters and co

development of quantum algorithms,

problem sinbio informatics. 

 

B. Evolving of Neural networks 

 

Develop the designed structure of some of nervous 

system in which not to considerably of greater 

interconnecting elements. In the size is less than 

normal or usual of a basic environment in which 

We will combine 

by not losing the best genes like nature we know 

how it works it will fill the gaps in genes with other 

but if we crossover 

hich have different strong genes we 

can have strongest genes in one chromosome byonly 

exchanging required parts. We coded the algorithms in 

java and tested for different iterations with 128 bit string 

and our algorithm always gives the best results. The 

sults are shown in below diagrams (fig:12)&(fig:13) 

of chromosome  will tell us 

about the difference between existing and proposed 

 

Proposed structure of a chromosome 

 

the chromosome 

Recent Trends Of Genetic   Algorithm 

hprogresshas also 

programming. This 

uses  programs encoded 

solutions has to be able 

are competitive 

h as successful 

design of electronic 

controllers, the 

algorithms, and certain 

Develop the designed structure of some of nervous 

system in which not to considerably of greater 

size is less than 

normal or usual of a basic environment in which 

something develops in constitute to transmitting the 

nerve cells of notation link is established in which 

something develops in point or axis of change the 

form into the achieved in which tr

parent to offspring of related to affecting o

merging of separate to move away from each other

 

12. Conclusion

 

As we know genetic algorithm is known as naive 

evolutionary algorithm because it has no guided 

convergence, we don’t know whether it always leading to 

the solution or not so in this journal

adding extra bits to the chromosome we ensure that best 

genes passed on to the next generations our algorith

completes or find the answer

generation.By keeping the importance and application of 

genetic algorithm in mind.  I hope future researchers will 

find new methods for more guided convergence.
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Conclusion 

As we know genetic algorithm is known as naive 

evolutionary algorithm because it has no guided 

convergence, we don’t know whether it always leading to 

solution or not so in this journal we achieved it by 
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